Treasure Quest™ is a Mind Challenging Game designed for single players. Have fun and build your confidence as you move from
Beginner to Expert challenges. When you solve a challenge, YOU WIN!
Instructions

1 Treasure Quest™ Game Tray

21 Game Tokens:
• 1 Hero
• 4 Gold Masks
• 8 Arrows
• 8 Stationary
Blocking Tokens

40 Mind Challenge Cards™
Game-Go Bag

Your Goal:
Help the Treasure Hunter (HERO) escape with the gold! Maneuver your way around the game board pushing movable obstacles
aside. Push the Gold Mask(s) off the grid and out of the temple to win!

To Play:
1.
2.
3.

Pick a Treasure Quest™ Challenge Card; we recommend beginning with challenge 1. Slide the opening gate to the correct
position. Set up the tokens on the game board as shown. There are four kinds of tokens: Stationary Blocking, Arrow,
Gold Mask, and HERO.
Move around the game grid using the HERO token. You can and should use the HERO token to push Arrow and Gold Mask
tokens out of your way and around the grid. See the “Remember” section for complete details.
When you push the Gold Mask(s) through the opening gate in the temple, YOU WIN!
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Remember:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Slide the HERO token on the playing grid surface. The HERO cannot jump over other tokens.
The HERO may only push one token at a time.
The Arrow tokens can be pushed back and forth in the direction of their arrows only.
The Stationary Blocking tokens cannot be moved.
Passageways can be slippery and uneven. Please be careful as you push the obstacles and your treasure —a steady
hand is part of the play!
Avoid getting the Gold Mask stuck in a corner or behind a Blocking token. If you get stuck, you should reset the
challenge and start again.

The complete move sequence solution is printed on the back of each challenge card.

